
SMART SYSTEM
REDEFINING THE TRADITONAL HEIGHT ADJUSTABLE TABLE

Get Smart. An intelligent and innovative approach to height 
adjustable table frames, the Smart System is a collection of 
components that provide uncompromising stability, simplified 
assembly, and unlimited design options for freestanding, back-to-
back, and benching applications. 

5x Faster Installation

The Smart System provides 5x faster installation with less than half of the 

components and materials required for traditional installation methods. Eliminate 

up to 85% of total materials used when using a ZGO Solutions back-to-back system 

over the traditional assembly method.

Future Proofing

Smart System desk systems are designed to be reconfigured between 

freestanding, back-to-back, and benching applications, as well as between 

product collections, without distrupting the original design intent. With only a few 

additional components the Smart System allows for seamless flexibility as office 

needs change.

Access to Color

Choose between our 20 standard colors or your own custom color option, add an 

extra pop of color to any Smart System desk system for ultimate brand expression.



Smart System
An intelligent and innovative approach to height 
adjustable table frames, the Smart System includes 
accessories and components for seamless installation.

Learn more at zgosolutions.com/smart-system
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SMART FEATURES: 
 
Smart Screen

An innovative, uncomplicated connection from screen to 

beam. No secondary attachment required. Available in 

standard or custom colors for privacy between workstations.

 

Smart Cable Management

A cleaner way to hide cables without compromising the 

design of the desk. The scissor-shaped cord manager 

moves seamlessly as the user adjusts the desk. The top 

cable tray easily clicks into the table top, while providing 

the option for table top power.

Smart Top Frame

Featuring our patented lock & click handle system, leg 

columns snap into place with no mechanical attachment. 

A simple turn of the handle provides a secure and stable 

attachment from column to frame.
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Smart Reconfiguration

Smart System products are designed and engineered to 

provide a wide range of design freedom through the reuse 

of different product collection components.
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